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2nd"November"2015"
The"Planning"Department"
West"Oxfordshire"District"Council"
Elmfield"
New"Yatt"Road"
Witney"
OX28"1PB"
"
Attn."Mr"Michael"Kemp"(michael.kemp@westoxon.gov.uk)"
 
Dear"Sirs,"
"

Re:$Planning$Application$No.$15/03341/FUL:$
creation"of"a"sports"field"for"Hanborough"Manor"School""

"

1." Hanborough"Parish"Council"(HPC)"objects"to"this"proposal,"and"would"do"so"
even"if"it"were"presented"as"a"project"in"its"own"right"rather"than"as"ancillary"
to" planning" application" No.15/02687/OUT." By" itself," it" would" be" an"
unnecessary"community"asset"that"required"the"sacrifice"of"a"treasured"open"
space]" in"conjunction"with"a"development"comprising"up"to"169"dwellings," it"
would" not" serve" as" satisfactory" compensation" for" children’s" loss" of" play"
space"at"their"primary"school.""Its"negative"environmental"and"social"impacts"
would" result" in" far" more" detriment" than" could" be" justified" by" dubious"
economic"benefits.""
"

2." We" shall" explain" how" we" have" arrived" at" that" conclusion" by" means" of"
comment" on" the" details" of" the" application" along" with" references" to" the"
National" Planning" Policy" Framework" (NPPF)" and" emerging" policies" from"
West" Oxfordshire" District" Council’s" (WODC)" Local" Plan" 2031." We" shall"
discuss"matters"in"the"order"in"which"they"appear"in"the"applicant’s"Planning"
Statement,"dated"September"2015"and"prepared"by"West"Waddy"ADP"LLP."
"

Impact$upon$children$and$staffing$

3." In"section"1.3"of"the"Statement,"the"applicant"acknowledges"that"the"proposal"
“is$being$made$because$there$is$insufficient$space$at$the$Hanborough$Manor$
School$site$to$construct$the$necessary$school$extension$to$accommodate$the$
increase$ in$pupils$ that$would$arise$from$constructing$up$to$169$dwellings$on$
the$land$south$of$Witney$Road.”$The"proposed"sports"field"is"referred"to"as"“a$
replacement”$for"the"existing$grassed"play"area"on"the"school"site]"however,"it"
soon" becomes" clear" that" although" bigger," the" sports" field" could" not" afford"
likebforblike"usage"due"to"its"being"a"quarter"of"a"kilometre"away.$
"

4." In"section"2.3"of"the"Statement,"the"applicant"claims"to"have"identified"a"“safe$
route”$ between" the" school" and" the" proposed" sports" field," involving" a" walk"
alongside"a"road"and"through"a"small"housing"estate"“under$the$supervision$
of$a$teacher.”$This" level"of"safety"falls" far"short"of"what" the"school"originally"
required:" namely," an" enclosed" route" with" “2$ way$ lockable$ gates”" where" it"
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crossed"a"public"right"of"way."Needless"to"say,"more"supervisory"adults"than"
would"normally"be"assigned"to"a"classroom"would"have"to"escort"and"remain"
with"the"children"whilst"they"were"off"site.""
"

5." This"arrangement"would"mean"that"children"were"only" taken"to" the"pitch" for"
“formal$sports”"and"that"they"would"have"far"less"grass"to"play"on"whilst"back"
at" school," since" much" of" what" is" there" now" would" have" been" built" upon."
Whilst"Hanborough"Manor"Primary"School"has"allegedly"said"shuttling"back"
and"forth"is"“achievable$from$their$perspective,”$they"have"conspicuously"not"
said" it" would" be" desirable." Staff" will" have" Ofsted’s" perspective" in" mind," if"
asked"whether"they"can"justify"a"regular"loss"of"time"for"learning"and"play"as"
a"result"of"children"walking"10"minutes"or"more"each"way."
"

Pupil$places$and$school$capacity$

6." In"section"4.3"the"applicant"quotes"paragraph"72"of"the"NPPF,"which"states:"
“The$ Government$ attaches$ great$ importance$ to$ ensuring$ that$ a$ sufficient$
choice$of$ school$places$ is$available$ to$meet$ the$needs$of$existing$and$new$
communities.”$Paragraph" 72" goes" on" to" urge" Local" Planning"Authorities" to"
“give$ great$ weight$ to$ the$ need$ to$ create,$ expand$ or$ alter$ schools.”"WODC"
heeded"this"direction"when"granting"outline"planning"permission"for"up"to"50"
dwellings"off"Church"Road:"conditions"require"a"new"classroom"(in"addition"to"
one"funded"by"OCC),"a"new"playgroup"building"and"1.8"hectares"of"land.$
"

7." Hence,"Hanborough"will"have"sufficient"primary"school"places"for"all"existing"
residents," those" generated" by" the" prospective" Church" Road" development,"
and"enough"spare"for"“windfall”"housing"to"continue"for"the"next"five"years"at"
the" same" rate" as" in" the" past" five." The" Head" of" Eynsham" Partnership"
Academy,"to"which"Hanborough"Manor"Primary"School"belongs,"rejected"this"
analysis"at"a"meeting"of"HPC"on"13th"October"2015]"he"said"that"while"there"
might" be" physical" capacity" for" the" estimated" number" of" pupils," their"
distribution"for"optimal"access"to"the"curriculum"would"be"difficult"to"manage.$
"

8." The" Academy’s" position" is" that" the" school" must" grow" to" at" least" 1.5" or"
preferably" 2" times" its" present" size," in" order" to" be" properly" manageable."
OCC’s"comments"give"qualified"support" to"this"view,"but"Oxfordshire’s"Pupil"
Places" Planning"Manager" concedes" two" important" points:" first," that" greatly"
enlarging"Hanborough’s"primary"school"could"undermine"other" local"primary"
schools" (by" drawing"pupils" from" their" catchment" areas)]" and" secondly," that"
Hanborough’s"Headteacher" has" been"willing" and" able" to"manage" awkward"
pupil"numbers.$
"

9." HPC"is"proud"of"Hanborough"Manor"and"does"not"want"to"see"it"disrupted"by"
an" unnecessary" dash" for" growth" or" the" lure" of" financial" incentives." Pupils"
would"be"left"with"less"play"space"on"their"school"site"than"they"have"now"and"
less"than"they"will"have"under"the"conditions"set"for"development"off"Church"
Road." Planning" application" No.15/02687/OUT" would" add" approximately" 50"
pupils" to"a"play"space" that" is"already" just"below"OCC’s"minimum"standard."
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An" offbsite" sports" field" would" have" little" or" no" mitigating" effect" during"
playtimes.$
$

10."Paragraph" 74" of" the" NPPF" stipulates" that" existing" sports" and" recreational"
land" should" not" be" built" on" unless" “the$ loss$ resulting$ from$ the$ proposed$
development$would$be$replaced$by$equivalent$or$better$provision$in$terms$of$
quantity$and$quality$in$a$suitable$location.”$Application"No."15/03341/FUL"fails"
to"comply"because"the"field"would"not"be"in"a"suitable"location"and"therefore"
it"could"not"replace"the"grassed"area"currently"enjoyed"throughout"the"school"
day." It" would" not" be" readily" accessible" enough," as" the" applicant" admits" in"
paragraph"6.12:"“It$ is$ likely$that$ the$new$playing$field$will$be$used$for$ formal$
sports$and$not$for$play$and$dinner$times.”""""$

$

Impact$on$the$local$environment$

11."In" paragraph" 7.2" the" applicant" reveals" that" the" sports" field" would" be"
“surrounded$by$a$2.1m$weld$mesh$fence”"as"requested"by"OCC."This"would"
run" alongside" a" right" of" way" that" connects" Long" Hanborough" and" Church"
Hanborough:"a"scenic"route"passing"the"ancient"Pinsley"Wood"and"known"as"
the" Coffin" Path." Dog" walkers" and" others" use" it" constantly" for" peaceful"
recreation"and"exercise."WODC’s"emerging"policy"EH1"protects" this"kind"of"
natural" environment," “its$ landscape,$ cultural$ and$ historic$ value,$ tranquillity,$
geology,$countryside,$soil$and$biodiversity.”""
""

12."Emerging"policy"OS4"also"requires"that"harm"to"the"enjoyment"of"land"should"
be" avoided." The" applicant" grudgingly" offers" to" screen" the" forbidding" fence"
with" a" native" species" hedge" “if" this" is" considered" necessary]”" however," a"
similar"promise"was"made" to"screen" the"adjacent"Kents"Bank"development"
and"even"allowing"for"future"growth,"the"hedge"is"feeble"and"ineffectual."With"
or"without"a"hedge,"tranquillity"would"be"dispelled"and"enjoyment"spoiled"by"
the"whistles"and"cries"that"emanate"from"any"sports"field."
"

13."Furthermore," policy" OS4" seeks" to" preserve" or" enhance" “habitats" of"
biodiversity" value.”" " The" applicant" clearly" recognises" that" the" rough" grass"
habitat"that"would"become"the"northern"end"of"the"sports"field"has"started"to"
recover" from" injury" from" the" Kents" Bank" development," but" is" still" fragile."
Mitigation" is" proposed" in" paragraph" 5.3," whereby" great" crested" newts" and"
other" creatures," along" with" clumps" of" turf," soil" and" seeds" would" be"
translocated"to"a"nearby"field."HPC"admires"the"ambition"behind"this"proposal"
but"doubts"that"vulnerable"species"would"endure"a"second"upheaval"so"soon."
"
"

Balance$of$beneficial$and$detrimental$impacts"

14."In"paragraph"8.1" the"applicant" emphasises" the" size"of" the"proposed"sports"
field," which" would" be" “nearly$ as$ large$ as$ the$ whole$ current$ Hanborough$
Manor$School$site.”$However,"this"potential"benefit"would"scarcely"be"realised"
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because"the"field"would"often"stand"empty"while,"on"the"school"site"where"a"
substantial" amount" of" grassed" play" space" would" have" been" built" upon," a"
much"larger"population"of"children"would"be"confined"to"a"much"smaller"area."
Even" for" the" oldest" and" fittest" pupils," a" walk" to" the" field" and" back" would"
consume" their" break" time" between" lessons]" so," on" balance," the" benefit" of"
access" to"a" larger"sports" field"a" few" times"a"week"would"be"outweighed"by"
the"reduction"of"everyday"play"space"to"well"below"the"minimum"standard."!
"

15."In" paragraph" 9.2" the" applicant" claims" that" the" economic" dimension" of"
sustainable" development" would" be" supported" by" removing" the" school"
capacity" stumbling" block" from" application" No.15/02687/OUT." Admitting" 50"
more" pupils" would" certainly" necessitate" employing" additional" staff," but"
escorting"275"(210"+"15"from"Church"Road"+"50"from"the"proposed"169"new"
dwellings)"to"and"from"a"distal"sports"field"would"add"more"staffing"costs"than"
an"increased"staffing"budget"would"cover.!
!

16."The"applicant"goes"on"to"say"this"underfunded"growth"in"staff"and"increase"in"
school"capacity"would"enable"“further$development$in$the$village,$supporting$
local$ services.”$ On" the" contrary," HPC" fears" local" services" would" be"
overwhelmed,"as"demand"on"both" funded"and"voluntary"services" is" likely" to"
outstrip"resources."Moreover,"more"staff"cars"and"more"parents"dropping"off"
or" collecting" children"would" exacerbate" an" already"worrying" traffic" situation"
around"the"entrances"(particularly"the"front"entrance)"to"the"school.!
!

17."In" paragraph" 9.3" the" applicant" ignores" the" main" thrust" of" emerging" policy"
OS4,"which"concerns"the"landscape"and"the"“attractive,$safe$and$convenient$
amenity$ open$ space”" that" would" be" spoiled" by" a" highbfenced" sports" field]"
instead"preferring" to" focus" on" great" crested" newts" that"may"or"may"not" be"
present."Plans"for"the"sports"field"show"a"shed"for"equipment"but"neglect"to"
show" the" toilets" (and" possibly" changing" rooms)" that" the"Head" of" Eynsham"
Partnership"Academy" seems" to" expect," judging" by" his" comments" at"HPC’s"
meeting"on"13th"October"2015."Perhaps"somebody"recognised"that"adding"a"
toilet"block"to"the"fence"and"shed"eyesores"would"be"too"far"beyond"the"pale.$
$

18."In" paragraph" 9.4" the" applicant" suggests" that" the" sports" field" could" have" a"
“valuable$social$role”"if"the"school"were"to"agree"to"make"it"available"for"use"
by" other" members" of" the" local" community." Up" until" now," the" school" has"
always" insisted" on" exclusive" and" secure" use" of" land" for" sports," for"
understandable"reasons]"so"HPC"believes" that" this"suggestion"rings"hollow."
Besides," the" Church" Road" development" will" add" a" significant" amount" of"
recreational"space"to"Hanborough,"screened"by"an"existing"thick"hedge"and"
no"unsightly"fence.$
"
"
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Overview$

19."In" paragraph" 10.1" the" applicant" claims" to" be" offering" a" development" that"
could"not"only"provide"school"capacity"for"children"from"169"dwellings"south"
of" Witney" Road" but" also" for" prospective" children" already" generated" by"
recently" agreed" applications" and" those" yet" to" come" in" future." However,"
prospective" children" from" the" Church" Road" development" and" those" from"
small"scale"“windfall”"developments"have"already"been"anticipated"by"OCC’s"
Pupil"Places"Planning"Manager,"who"wrote" to" the" relevant"WODC"planning"
officers"on"10th"February"2015"saying:"$
“Clearly,$ school$ capacity$ can$ only$ be$ increased$ in$ multiples$ of$ whole$
classrooms.$Therefore,$ if$only$the$Church$Road$application$ is$approved,$the$
county$council$would$need$ to$work$with$ the$Eynsham$Partnership$Academy$
Trust$ and$Hanborough$Manor$CE$Primary$School$ to$ plan$ the$ expansion$ of$
the$ school$ by$ two$ classrooms.$ If$ only$ the$ Witney$ Road$ application$ is$
approved,$ or$ if$ both$ are$ approved,$ the$ scale$ of$ expansion$ would$ be$ three$
classrooms.$$
The$school$and$its$academy$trust$have$confirmed$that,$while$expansion$of$the$
school$ by$ the$ equivalent$ of$ one$ classroom$ would$ not$ be$ viable$ for$ school$
financial$ and$ educational$management,$ expansion$ by$ the$ equivalent$ of$ two$
classrooms$ would$ be$ acceptableN$ expansion$ by$ the$ equivalent$ of$ three$
classrooms$is$considered$more$supportive$of$school$financial$and$educational$
management.”$
$

20."Two"classrooms"could"be"built"at"the"western"end"of"the"existing"school"site"
without"sacrificing"any"grassed"play"area."Corpus"Christi"College"has"offered"
to" pay" for" a" playgroup"hut"which"has"accommodated"over" 20" infants" to" be"
replaced" on" another" site"with" a" new" building." It" would" also"make" sense" to"
demolish" the" school’s" temporary" Early" Years" classrooms" and" rebuild" them"
together" with" the" two" new" classrooms." HPC" cannot" understand" why" this"
improvement"was"“acceptable”" in"February"and"yet" rejected"by" the"Head"of"
the"Academy"in"October.$$

$

Conclusions$

21."HPC"concludes"that"application"No.15/03341/FUL"is"an"attempt"to"serve"the"
interests"of"those"wanting"to"promote"application"No.15/02687/OUT,"but"that"
it"does"not"represent"a"worthwhile"addition"to"Hanborough’s"infrastructure."It"
fails"to"meet"the"criteria"set"in"paragraphs"72"and"74"of"the"NPPF"regarding"
school"places"and"sports"grounds"and"it"fails"to"comply"with"emerging"Local"
Plan"policies"OS4"and"EH1"among"others"concerning"the"local"environment.$
"
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22."If" more" than" two" new" classrooms" are" eventually" needed" to" accommodate"
growth" in" Hanborough’s" population," then" what" the" applicant" is" proposing"
would"be"an"obstacle"to"finding"a"workable"solution."Planning"permission"for"
a"sports"field"that"could"not"be"used"for"informal"games"and"play"would"serve"
no"purpose"except"as"an"adjunct"to"two"other"planning"applications:"namely"
14/1234/P/OP," which" was" unanimously" refused" and" is" now" at" appeal," and"
application"15/02687/OUT,"which"is"currently"with"WODC"for"determination."
"
"

23."Having" carefully" considered" the" applicant’s" proposition," as" set" out" in" their"
planning" statement" and" drawings," HPC" finds" it" to" be" a" futile" attempt" at"
compliance" with" NPPF" requirements" that" offers" no" prospect" of" meeting"
children’s"needs"adequately"and"that"would"cause"demonstrable"harm"to"the"
local" environment." We" therefore" respectfully" ask" members" of" the" Uplands"
Planning"Committee"not"to"allow"it.$

"

Yours"faithfully,"

Hanborough"Parish"Council""

"

$

"

"

"$

"

"

"

"

NEC"02/11/15"


